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INTRODUCING MOEIN AL BASTAKI

TV presenter at OSN 
and MBC

Magician, mentallist
and illusionist



Moein Al Bastaki began his magic career in 2005. 

His first professional performance was in 2005 for a New Years Eve

event in Dubai. Moein Al Bastaki undertook a variety of never before

seen tricks with a distinct middle eastern flavor and soon became very

popular.

In only a few short years he has established a reputation across the

Middle East as a talented and respected magician, illusionist,

mentalist and entertainer.



His performances are all about magical moments that thrill spectators

and exceed their expectations. Moein was trying to make the

performances experiential and memorable by involving the audience.

One of the most popular interactive public performances were the

vanishing of the tallest building Burj Khalifa and levitating.

He has been constantly refining his skills with each appearance and

later he took his performances to the next level using the power of

mind.



He finally began performing on TV and radio, with his first appearance

on Sama TV in 2010.

Since then, Moein has appeared on a number of Arabic TV shows,

BBC World News, Al Arabia, CNN “Inside The Middle East”, MBC TV,

Dubai One, Orbit TV, CNBC, Qatar TV and other channels.



In 2015 Moein saw a rapid rise in popularity after launching his own line of magic products

that hit most of UAE toy shops and now expanding in GCC.

Moein Al Bastaki’s magic tricks series include a wide range of spectacular illusions from

easy-to-learn tricks to high quality props and sets.

http://moeinalbastaki.com/products


In 2015 Moein was featured in a sketch show Kharsha Wo Rabsha where he

appeared as an entertainer. A year later in 2016 Moein Al Bastaki became a

presenter of WWE BilArabi – both in TV series and radio podcast.

In 2017 Moein Al Bastaki was featured in a documentary. The film depicted nothing

from traditional magic. Instead there was a number of experiments designed to show

and focus on the power of the mind and how it can be manipulated.



Moein Al Bastaki has performed for a huge number of celebrities

over the recent years including John Travolta, Mike Tyson and

John Cena.

In April 2017 Moein had a chance to share his deep psychological

insights on mind abilities with public as both a speaker and

entertainer at the 7th edition of Annual Investment Meeting in

Dubai.



In 2017 after a number of successful TV appearances Moein

became a TV presenter of a new weekly Arabic show “WWE

Wal3ooha” airing on OSN Sports Action 1 HD and MBC Action.

The programme features the best action and family-friendly

entertainment from WWE.

WWE Wal3ooha show is produced by WWE in Dubai especially

for WWE fans in the Middle East.

https://www.facebook.com/WWEwal3ooha/


SOCIAL FOOTPRINT



Over 18 million views

& 36,000 subscribers

16,000

Instagram followers

54,000

Twitter followers

*Click to  View

https://twitter.com/MoeinAlBastaki
https://www.youtube.com/user/MoeinAlBastaki
https://www.instagram.com/moeinalbastaki/?hl=en
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